W H I T E P A P E R
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GET FIT WITH

BULLSTEP

BullStep is a Mobile Application developed for Android and iOS with the capability of
converting your each and every step to $BSTEP tokens and ultimately BNB. BullStep has
been integrated with the Move To Earn (M2E) feature which converts your every step
and every calorie burn into a rewarding experience.

EVERY STEP COUNTS
BullStep App is making the age old saying literally true, ie. “Health is Wealth”
With the immersive and user-friendly UI of BullStep, specially designed by the dedicated UI/UX experts in the
BullStep Team, it makes it possible for the users to get onboard easily and make BullStep, the sole App for
their fitness and rewards generations as BNB at the same time.

The healthier lifestyle you lead, the wealthier you become.

BNB
REWARDS
BullStep's BNB Reward Rate (BRR) has been skilfully
and

intelligently

calculated

by

the

team

of

Developers based on a stable and most rewarding
algorithm

which

ensures

the

maximum

BNB

generated for each step in the Move To Earn (M2E)
Module. BullStep's BNB Reward Rate Algorithm (BRR)
has the maximum BNB reward for the Run To Earn
(R2E) Protocol based on the Live GPS feed of the
user's device, the distance covered and hence the
number of KCal burnt. In every term, the users are
sure to have the most BNBs generated out of each of
their steps.

The more you run, the more you earn !
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STREAMLINED
USER EXPERIENCE
BullStep App has been incorporated with a Best
In Class User Interface that is easy to use for
every age group and makes step tracking not
only an easy eye pleasing experience but also
simple and intuitive rewards generation process.
BullStep

currently

supports

20

different

languages and increasing with every update.

A V A I L A B L E
ANDROID

I N
iOS

SMARTLY DEVELOPED
MOVE TO EARN(M2E)
MODULE GENERATING BNBS
BullStep App can generate BNBs per step the user takes with the inApp Move To Earn (M2E) Module live on his/her device. The rewards
are calculated based on the smartly developed BNB Rewards
algorithm developed by the skilled Developers at BullStep which
ensures Maximum Rewards Generation even when the user is going
for morning walks or evening stroll.

GENERATE BNBS
AT A FASTER RATE WITH THE
RUN TO EARN(R2E) MODULE
The Run To Earn (R2E) Module of BullStep allows the users to
generate BNBs faster than the Move To Earn (M2E) Module which is
used while brisk walking. With the Run To Earn (R2E) Protocol, the
BNB generation is fast and with the specially developed BNB rewards
algorithm, it becomes even better. The Protocol uses the Live GPS
Tracking of the device by the users, the distance covered and the
KCAL burnt by the users to generate BNBs.

SMART ALGORITHM FOR
SWEATTOEARN(S2E)
MODULE BY BULLSTEP
BullStep App brings a whole new concept of Sweat To Earn (S2E) for
the users who will be able to maintain a fabulous physique by losing
weight and earning BNBs for it at the same time. The algorithm for
calculating the BNBs generated is based on the number of KCAL
burnt by the user. The more KCAL gets burnt, the user gets healthier
and obtains more rewards as a result.

HEALTHIER = MORE $BSTEP
TOKENS AND HENCE BNBS
With all the modules of BullStep working together, when the App
going live on Google Play and iOS App Stores, getting healthier along
with generating $BSTEP tokens and ultimately BNBs is a dream
come true for the Health Conscious users. BullStep Community will
be able to take the maximum benefit as early adopters will benefit
from greater earning ratio which will be provided for promotional
period at the time of launch.

HIGH YIELD
NFT SNEAKERS
BullStep will release High Yield NFT’s which if held by users in the app will increase $BSTEP
generation in multiples of according to the tier of NFT held and used when operating with the Run To
Earn (R2E) module. These tiers of NFT will be available at our upcoming NFT marketplace, which will
be integrated with the app via push updates.

WEARABLE
GADGETS
BullStep will support a variety of running trackers in
addition to Wear OS devices and Apple Watch. The
app displays both your real-time stats and your
end-of-run totals. Useful extras include support for
a variety of fitness trackers and heart rate
sensors from smart watches, other wear-able
body sensors and fitness devices.
BullStep will eventually expand it's reach to Real
World Sneakers and Gadgets Patented to BullStep
and specially designed to incorporate the Modules
of the BullStep App. The Developments are ongoing
and the BullStep community can expect a lot more
to be added in the future.

SHOP WITH
$BSTEP

Shop with your earned $BSTEP inside the Upcoming BullStep E-Commerce
platform, where you will find apparels and sports merchandises at heavy
discounts than other e-com platforms.

BULLSTEP
APP FEATURES


App supported for both Android and iOS



Weekly goal setting for Heart Health & Distance



Map your route – Record your routes with GPS. You can save your paths
and share your route maps with friends.



Calculate distance covered and calories burned while running



Keeps detailed record of your all run activities



Can get your best run records till date



Measures your complete progress which includes total distance
covered, total hours, total calories burned and average pace



Track your daily weight with the help of graph



Record your heart health with the help of graph



Count your steps using pedometer.



Provide monthly and weekly statistics of your steps count



Can edit your target steps



Can reset your steps



Measure your intake of water in a day



Provide current week statistics of your water intake



Can change your distance unit



Can select first day of week for the graphs



Can set reminders for both running and drink water



Available in multiple languages



Rate the app on Google Play Store and App Store



Provide feedback through mail



Google Admob Ads
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BULLSTEP
TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY
10,000,000,000 BSTEP
M2E POOL

40%

LIQUIDITY

18%

PRESALE

32%

DEVELOPMENT

10%

LOCKED & VESTED

BULLSTEP ROADMAP

1

•

BullStep App supporting the module of Move To Earn (M2E) with the Highest BNB Generation Algorithm per step is developed.

•

BullStep App extends its functionalities by Rigorous Developments to the Run To Earn (R2E) Module which is capable of calculating the distance run by someone and converting it into BNB

•

BullStep Developers begin the iOS Migration and BullStep App takes birth on the iOS Platform, Ready to go Live.

•

BullStep App extends its functionalities to Sweat To Earn (S2E) Module with the sophisticated Developments which is capable of converting the KCAL burnt by someone to BNB.

•

BullStep App Goes Live on Android and iOS Platforms with tremendous ongoing developments before the Launch

 BSTEP Launch with 5000 Holders
 $20,000,000 Market Cap achievement
 Fluid UI Enhanced with material design
 BullStep App incorporates additional functionalities with enhanced BNB Reward generation
 NFT Platform launch in our web platform
 Booming Partnerships for Cross Platform / Multi chain Developments
 Preparations for Cross chain bridging to $ETH & $MATIC networks
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BULLSTEP ROADMAP

3

 NFT Platform integration to mobile app for enhanced BNB Generation Tiers
 Real World Patented Wearable Gadgets and Sneakers Launch
 $100,000,000 Market Cap reached minting Hundreds of X’s to our initial stage holders. Benefit of our holders is our priority
 Further Partnerships to enhance the overall Tech and BNB Conversion Modules
 Developments going live rapidly



Constant Developments of MoveToEarn(M2E), RunToEarn(R2E), SweatToEarn(S2E) and other modules
as a target enhancing the ultimate BNB generation algorithm to support higher BNB Reward
Generation and a Next Gen UI



BullStep’s Marketplace for Sports good and the Wearable gadgets go live supporting the Native
BSTEP tokens. Special Discount for BSTEP holders. Users can buy anything they want using their
BSTEP tokens generated as rewards in the Marketplace



BullStep Royalty program



Marketing Boost to a Corporate Level



BullStep registered as an LLC Company with Head Quarters situated in Vietnam



Global Expansion Targeted with intensified Partnerships
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Keep it simply smart!

JOIN
BULLSTEP
The BullStep Team welcomes you whole
heartedly in this journey and together lets
build a healthy society.

www.bullstep.net
t.me/bullstepofficial
twitter.com/BullStep_App
Instagram.com/bullstepofficial

